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Pattern ContainmentA permutation τ = τ(1) · · · τ(k) is ontained in the permutation
σ = σ(1)σ(2) · · · σ(n) if there exists a subsequene
σ(i1)σ(i2) · · · σ(ik ) order isomorphi to τ.
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Containment II
Containment forms a partial order on the set of all permutations.
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Containment II
Containment forms a partial order on the set of all permutations.Downsets of permutations in this partial order form permutationlasses.i.e. π ∈ C and σ ≤ π implies σ ∈ C.Typial desription: basis is the set of minimal exluded elements.
C = Av(B) = {π : β 6≤ π for all β ∈ B}.
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Cherry-piked Examples
Av(21) = {1, 12, 123, 1234, . . .}, the inreasing permutations.
Av(12) = {1, 21, 321, 4321, . . .}, the dereasing permutations.Typial Elements
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Cherry-piked Examples
⊕21 = Av(321, 312, 231) = {1, 12, 21, 123, 132, 213, . . .}.
⊖12 = Av(123, 213, 132) = {1, 12, 21, 231, 312, 321, . . .}.Typial Elements
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Meet the Family
Permutations: pattern ontainment ordering, downsets arepermutation lasses.
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Meet the Family
Permutations: pattern ontainment ordering, downsets arepermutation lasses.Graphs: ontainment as an indued subgraph gives a quasi-order.Downsets are hereditary properties. e.g. bipartite graphs.Graphs: ontainment as a graph minor. Downsets are minor-losedlasses. e.g. planar graphs.Tournaments, words, posets all have equivalent onepts.
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AntihainsSet of pairwise inomparable permutations.
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AntihainsSet of pairwise inomparable permutations.Example (Inreasing Osillating Antihain)
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AntihainsSet of pairwise inomparable permutations.Example (Inreasing Osillating Antihain)
Last pair annot be embedded.Robert Brignall (Bristol) Grid lasses and pwo PP2009 7 / 22



When are there antihains?No in�nite antihains.Words over a �nite alphabet [Higman℄.Graphs losed under minors [Robertson and Seymour℄.In�nite antihains.Graphs losed under indued subgraphs (or merely subgraphs). e.g.C3,C4,C5, . . .Permutations losed under ontainment.Tournaments, digraphs, . . .
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Partial Well Order
A permutation lass is partially well-ordered (pwo) if it ontains noin�nite antihains.
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Partial Well Order
A permutation lass is partially well-ordered (pwo) if it ontains noin�nite antihains.QuestionCan we deide whether a permutation lass given by a �nite basis is pwo?To prove pwo � Higman's theorem is useful.To prove not pwo � �nd an antihain.
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Partial Well Order
A permutation lass is partially well-ordered (pwo) if it ontains noin�nite antihains.QuestionCan we deide whether a hereditary property given by a �nite basis is wqo?To prove pwo � Higman's theorem is useful.To prove not pwo � �nd an antihain.Other strutures: well quasi-order, not pwo, but same idea.
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O� topi: subgraph ordering
Theorem (Ding)A lass of graphs losed under taking subgraphs is well quasi-ordered if andonly if it ontains all but �nitely many elements of {C3,C4, . . .} and
{H1,H2, . . .}.
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Grid ClassesMatrix M whose entries are permutation lasses.
Grid(M) the grid lass of M: all permutations whih an be�gridded� so eah ell satis�es onstraints of M.ExampleLet M =

(

Av(21) Av(231) ∅

Av(123) ∅ Av(12) ).
∈ Grid(M)
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Grid lasses are useful
Cn = permutations in the lass C of length n.Growth rate of C is limn→∞

n√|Cn |.
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κ ≈ 2.20557 [Vatter℄:0 1 φ 2 κ
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Grid lasses are useful
Cn = permutations in the lass C of length n.Growth rate of C is limn→∞

n√|Cn |.Grid lasses give a omplete answer to permitted growth rates below
κ ≈ 2.20557 [Vatter℄:0 1 φ 2 κCf �anonial properties� of graphs [Balogh, Bollobás and Weinreih℄.
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Monotone Grid ClassesSpeial ase: all ells of M are Av(21) or Av(12).Rewrite M as a matrix with entries in {0, 1,−1}.Example
M =





1 1 0
−1 0 10 1 −1 
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The Graph of a MatrixGraph of a matrix, G (M), formed by onneting together all non-zeroentries that share a row or olumn and are not �separated� by anyother nonzero entry.Example
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The Graph of a MatrixGraph of a matrix, G (M), formed by onneting together all non-zeroentries that share a row or olumn and are not �separated� by anyother nonzero entry.Example
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The Graph of a MatrixGraph of a matrix, G (M), formed by onneting together all non-zeroentries that share a row or olumn and are not �separated� by anyother nonzero entry.Example
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Monotone Grids and Partial Well OrderTheorem (Murphy and Vatter, 2003)The monotone grid lass Grid(M) is pwo if and only if G (M) is a forest,i.e. G (M) ontains no yles.Antihain Constrution
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When does that apply?QuestionWhen is a lass C (a subset of) a monotone grid lass?
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When does that apply?QuestionWhen is a lass C (a subset of) a monotone grid lass?Answer [Vatter℄A lass C is monotone griddable if and only if it ontains neither the lasses
⊕21 nor ⊖12.
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Two is too manyTheoremA grid lass whose graph has a omponent ontaining two or morenon-monotone-griddable lasses is not pwo.Proof. Antihain element.
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Two is too manyTheoremA grid lass whose graph has a omponent ontaining two or morenon-monotone-griddable lasses is not pwo.Proof. Antihain element.Two ells ontaining ⊕21.Graph is a path.
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Just one non-monotoneBad ell ontains only �nitely many �simple permutations�. Huh?
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Just one non-monotoneBad ell ontains only �nitely many �simple permutations�.Form a rooted tree on the red ell, and use Higman's Theorem.
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Just one non-monotoneTheoremLet M be a gridding matrix for whih eah omponent is a forest andontains at most one non-monotone ell. If every non-monotone ellontains only �nitely many simple permutations, then Grid(M) is pwo.
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But sometimes one is too muh...One ell ontaining arbitrarily long inreasing osillations next to amonotone ell is bad...
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Summary
Two non-monotone per omponent: lass not pwo.One non-monotone but �nitely many simples: lass is pwo.
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Summary
Two non-monotone per omponent: lass not pwo.One non-monotone but �nitely many simples: lass is pwo.To-do: one non-monotone but in�nitely many simples(some antihains known).QuestionCan we deide whether a permutation lass given by a �nite basis is pwo?We're loser to answering this, but still some way o�.
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Thanks!
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Appendix: Simple PermutationsA simple permutation: bounding box around some points is alwaysseparated by some other point.
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